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misha The Volvo S70 was a compact executive car produced by Volvo Cars from [16] to The S70
was replaced with the Volvo S Introduced in Europe in late for the model year and later in the U.
Changes included a redesigned front end with new lights, fully colour-coded bumpers and side
trim, and clear indicator lenses for the rear lights, as well as a redesigned interior. According to
Volvo, a total of changes were made. Trim levels varied for each market as did the equipment
levels of the most basic trims. In the United States, the badging denoted the engine variant and
to some extent the equipment level, whereas in Europe engine and options could be chosen
individually. On all markets more powerful versions usually received better or upgraded
standard equipment. The T5 and R were the series high-performance models. For model year a
minor facelift was introduced. Apart from very minor cosmetic changes, such as a slightly
different Volvo badge on the front grille and US models now being equipped with side markers
on the front fenders, most changes were done to the mechanicals. Volvo introduced its second
generation side airbag which increased in volume to offer better protection. New engine
management systems with drive-by-wire replaced the mechanical throttle on all turbo engines
as well as bringing with them an upgraded traction control. Now including throttle as well as
brake intervention it was renamed STC. The ABS was upgraded from a three-channel to a
four-channel system, all-wheel drive models received thicker rear discs and redesigned rear
calipers. All automatic transmissions were now equipped with adaptive shift-logic, replacing the
previous 3-mode selection. A starter interlock was added to models with manual transmissions.
For model year a new 5-speed automatic transmission with adaptive shift-logic was introduced.

It was only available on non turbo front-wheel drive models. The 10V engine variants were
dropped and replaced by detuned 20V versions, drive-by-wire throttle was now also introduced
for non turbo models. With the S70 Volvo wagon continued to offer a mid-size saloon. With a
variety of models and options it was well received but was outsold by its estate variant the V
Specialised versions for the fleet market, such as a taxi and police variant, were now available
from the factory. Notable uses of police S70's were by some British highway patrol forces [23]
and even some North American police forces. From model year to a S70 AWD was offered. An
S70 'R' [28] version was introduced in for the model year [1] and offered the highest
performance of all S70 models. Only FWD versions were produced. The model was only
available in Europe and few select other countries. Further styling touches were a special front
bumper, blue gauge faces for the instrument cluster, the option to have the car in a R specific
colour and a choice of unique 16" or 17" alloy wheels. Standard equipment was substantially
upgraded over normal models with few options available such as a trunk mounted CD-changer,
RTI navigation system or an upgraded stereo system. Production ended with the model year.
Volvo S70 R NL [nb 1]. Volvo S70 R SE [nb 2]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Front engine front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Petrol: 2. Volvo Car Corporation.
Archived from the original on Retrieved Ford Motor Company. Retrieved â€” via YouTube.
Jacobs Archived PDF from the original on Volvo Cars UK Ltd. August Volvo Group AB. The
Telegraph. LA Times. Car and Driver. The Automobile Association. December Archived from the
original PDF on Volvo Car BV Netherlands. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact executive Car [5] D. Volvo P80 platform [6].
BS [29]. BT [29]. BT3 [29]. DT MSA DT [31] MSA Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volvo
S Small family car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross
Country. The Volvo C70 is a two-door, four-passenger sport compact manufactured and
marketed by Volvo Cars from to across two generations. Volvo unveiled the first generation C70
at the Paris Motor Show , [13] followed by introducing it on the European market as a model,
and a year later as a model in North America. Peter Horbury [14] [15] designed the exterior and
Mexican designer Jose Diaz de la Vega [16] led the interior design team. The C70 broke Volvo's
decades-long styling tradition of boxy, rectilinear designs and was Volvo's first luxury coupe
since the According to Peter Horbury, Volvo's design chief from to , with the C70, Volvo threw
away the box, but "kept the toy inside! Manufacture of the C70 was a joint venture [17] until the
two companies experienced disputes that threatened to interrupt production; TWR did not
contribute to the second generation C Volvo's first modern convertible, the C70 was
manufactured in Uddevalla , Sweden on a separate assembly line from the series sedan and
station wagon. The four-seater convertible featured an electrically heated glass rear window,
automatic pop-up rollover hoops system ROPS, [19] seat belt pre-tensioners , boron steel
reinforced A-pillars, front and side airbags, and a safety cage â€” a horseshoe-like structure
around the passenger compartment. The cloth convertible top, initially available in four colors,
[20] was fully automatic, operated by a single, dashboard-mounted button. The C70 convertible
exhibited two negative traits endemic to convertibles: poor rear visibility [20] and pronounced
scuttle shake , [21] a characteristic whereby the structural design of the bulkhead between
engine and passenger compartment of a convertible suffers sufficiently poor rigidity to
negatively impact ride and handling, allowing noticeable vibration, shudder or chassis-flexing
into the passenger compartment. Early special editions featured two-tone leather interior with
wood trim and a SC Dolby Pro Logic I stereo with 3-disc integrated changer unit via a cartridge
watts of power and 11 high end Dynaudio speakers. The C70, was introduced to the press in a
signature color saffron pearl metallic and for the debut marketing, the film The Saint featured a
C70 â€” recalling the notable connection of the Volvo P and the television series from the early
s, The Saint with Roger Moore as Simon Templar. The total number of cars produced with the
signature saffron pearl metallic paint was reportedly [22] There was no model C70 in North
America, the left over models were sold into there. Volvo cosmetically updated the convertible
with new clear headlights and rear light clusters for model year It included special deco
stitching in the seats, armrests, sun visors and door panels, together with aluminium inserts in
the centre stack and other interior fittings. It was also available in Black Sapphire, Titanium
Grey Pearl or Silver metallic exterior combined with Off Black exclusive soft leather with
contrast deco stitching. In this form it had Carbon-fibre inserts in the centre stack and other
interior fittings. Both packages included an exclusive polished inch wheel design, and luxury
floor mats. The exclusive leather also extended to the door panels. The second generation C70
model debuted at the Frankfurt Motor Show , [37] sharing the Volvo S40 platform , [38] designed
by John Kinsey [31] and built by Pininfarina Sverige AB â€” a joint venture between Pininfarina
and Volvo [39] and the first time Pininfarina has manufactured outside Italy. The retractable

hardtop went on sale in the U. The three-section hardtop assembly, manufactured by Webasto ,
[40] raises or lowers in under 30 seconds and includes a global window switch that allows
simultaneous raising or lowering of all windows, [41] and a button to power-activate the raising
of the folded top stack within the trunk â€” specifically to increase access to cargo storage
when the top is lowered. Operation of the retractable hard top is possible only when the car is
stationary [42] and requires no extra space behind the car while the roof is being raised or
lowered but requires a height clearance of six feet seven inches 2, The trunk lid, which opens
both in a rear-hinged mode to stow the folding roof as well as standard a front-hinged mode for
luggage loading, is aluminum â€” while the three roof sections are steel. Trunk space is 13
cubic feet with the top raised A hatch in the backrest of the rear seat enables transport of long
objects inside the car, e. Overall body rigidity is improved by approximately 15 percent when
the roof is raised. Safety systems include a door-mounted side impact protection inflatable
which inflates upward when activated. This allows them to remain upright and offer effective
head protection even with the window open. The curtain also deflates slowly to provide
protection should the car roll over. This is a unique solution in the automotive world. The C70
retractable hardtop also features a roll over protection structure ROPS with two pyrotechnically
charged roll hoops hidden behind the rear seats that deploy under roll-over conditions whether
the roof is retracted or not. There, a woman was able to walk away from an accident after she
slid off an ice-covered mountain road and rolled her C70 which then slid more than 30 feet 9. As
of , production was increased from 16, annual units to 20, Revisions included a redesigned front
end and new rear LED lamps. The engine and transmission remain the same as before, and the
interior is largely unchanged. It went on sale in early US model went on sale in as model year
vehicle. Early model includes C70 T5. The C70 Inscription is a limited 2, units a year version of
the C70 with choice of three colours Black Stone Solid , Black Sapphire Metallic and Ice White
Solid , inch Midir wheels in black with polished spokes and outer perimeter, high-gloss paint on
the grille and the LED Daytime Running Lights surrounded by contrasting chrome, an exclusive
leather-covered dashboard with contrasting stitching, Sovereign Hide upholstery in Off Black or
Calcite with the same contrasting stitching as on dashboard, handbrake lever and carpets;
"Inscription" embroidered on the front headrests, special Inscription carpets and handbrake
lever, steering wheel and gear shift knob with aluminium inlays, sports pedals with aluminium
inlay, aluminium inlay in centre stack optional Black or Nordic Light Oak. The vehicle was
unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show , and went on sale beginning in November North
American model went on sale in the first quarter of in limited quantities units in , and includes
T5 engine, Active dual Xenon headlights, rear spoilers, aluminium sport pedals. On 4 October it
was announced that production would cease in , following the termination of the joint venture.
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cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Just another WordPress Theme by Themekraft. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
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Non-necessary. June 17, by: Alexandra M. Timing gear pulley â€” camshafts without variable
valve timing : Torque to 20 Nm Timing gear pulley â€” camshafts with variable valve timing :
Torque to 10 Nm. Intermediate section â€” Tighten the screws in sequence from the center and
outwards. Cylinder head Tighten the screws in sequence from the center and outwards. Ball
joint in wheel spindle, aluminum from and incl. Shock absorber bearing rear upper in shock
absorber M12 : Torque to 60 Nm Shock absorber bearing front upper in shock absorber M14 :
Torque to 70 Nm. Seat belts Seatbelt front â€” seatbelt reel: Torque to 40 Nm Seatbelt front â€”
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Non-necessary. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service

History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

